
MSI Fall 2022 Coaches Clinic 
 

Planning a Practice 

 

 

Play / Practice / Play 

 

This means when the first two players show up to practice, begin them playing one-on-one. As other players 

arrive they are added to a team and the field is enlarged. Continue with this until all the players have arrived. 

Let them play for an additional few minutes while you set your field. Do not coach during this game. This is free 

play where they discover the game. When they have worked up a sweat, then begin practice with a formal 

activation activity. 

(If this is done correctly, players will sprint out of their cars to join the game) 

This should take approximately 10% of the practice time. 

 

 

1. Activation Activity (10%) 

        Technical and fun 

Lots of touches and movement 

 

 

2. Small Sided Games / individual ball work (20%) 

        Everyone engaged. 

        Lots of touches and challenges 

        Appropriate work to rest ratio 

 

3. Expanded Small Sided Game / game that emphasizes the individual skill of the day (30%) 

        Bigger numbers 

        Conditioned games ** 

        Directional and with goal(s) 

 

4. Scrimmage (30%) 

        No conditions 

        Let them play 

 

** Conditions 

Size and shape of field – a larger field allows for more offensive / possession success. When working on 

defending you may want to make a smaller grid to provide a better opportunity for defensive success. 

  

Placement of goal or goals – we played the game with the PUGG goals back-to-back. This emphasizes change 

of direction. I often play games with four goals, spread the goals a part and emphasize switching the side of the 

field (change the point of attack). 

 

Numbers of players per team – Use a plus one / neutral player if you have an odd number of players. A general 

concept is for players to be active 2/3 of a session, having three groups of players and rotate is a good option. 

 

 



Plus players / Bumpers - if you are playing a possession game (keep away type of game) have players play as 

neutral (always on team with the ball). For example, if you have 10 players at a session, play 4v4 plus two. The 

two are neutral so the game is 6 vs 4. Bumpers are players on the outside of the grid that can be used. As 

players advance have a “one touch” restriction for the bumper players. Much like the plus players, bumpers 

allow for success for the attacking team. 

 

Touch limitations – Generally touch limitations are to emphasize passing quickly and moving the ball. You will 

find teams play better when you give them a one or two-touch restriction (two-touch is usually one or two touch, 

think of it as two-touch maximum). The players need to think in advance of receiving the ball and move off the 

ball to help their teammate. This also helps if you have players who put their heads down and dribble too much. 

You can give players a minimum number of touches. We discussed that with the young player the objective of 

the player having the “confidence to carry”. By having a three-touch minimum, for example, it reinforces the 

players confidence to keep the ball.  

 

Special rules / scoring – When emphasizing a certain aspect of the game, give points for it. Defensive wins are 

not scoring goals, so give points for each take away. 

 

Transitions / Rotations – keep them moving, concept being they play 2/3 of the time. For relay type dribbling 

exercises, I make groups of two to limit distraction.  

 

 

 

Organization 

        Begin with the end in mind 

        Set up as many activities as possible in advance 

        Organize for smooth transitions between activities 

        Get games started quickly 


